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Summary

This paper describes the development of a non-linear, generic mathematical model of a 

single main and tail rotor helicopter suitable for use in an inverse simulation. Multiblade 

representations of the main and tail rotors are used, each blade being assumed rigid and to have 

constant chord and profile. The flow around the blades is assumed to be steady and 

incompressible allowing two-dimensional aerodynamic theory to be applied in calculating the 

blade aerodynamic loads. Main rotor flapping is modelled by use of a centre-spring 

representation of the rotor disc. The fuselage, tailplane and fin aerodynamic forces and 

moments from were obtained from ”look-up” tables supplied by the Defence Research Agency 

(Bedford). The rotor model was derived using the computer algebra package, Mathematica that 
has allowed many of the terms normally disregarded for simplicity, to be retained. The 

derivation of the rotor model is dealt with in detail. Results are given for vehicle trim 

calculations and non-linear time responses to control input as well as some inverse simulations.
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1. Introduction

The helicopter inverse simulation package, Helinv, which is used to calculate the control 
inputs necessary to fly a defined manoeuvre, was developed in the period 1983 - 1986 with the 

initial aim of quantifying agility [1,2]. An early version of the Royal Aircraft Establishment’s 

Helistab model [3] was used to drive the simulation. At this time Helinv was the only existing 

helicopter inverse simulation and so much effort was devoted to developing the inverse 

algorithm [4, 5] and the manoeuvre defining routines [6, 7]. The helicopter model recieved 

only small upgrades and, although it was kept relatively simple, it still maintained good validity 

[8, 9]. The model simplicity was important as the vehicle equations of motion were implicit in 

the numerical algorithm [4] which meant that enhancement of the model necessitated changes to 

the algorithm, and vice-versa.

More recently it has become apparent that if Helinv is to be applied to problems involving 

severe manoeuvring flight then a more comprehensive model is required. Further, it is clear 

that to ease future modification of the new model, and of the Helinv algorthim, it would be of 

advantage to structure the new model in a modular form. A new model has been created and 

named Helicopter Generic Simulation (HGS). As a by-product of its development, it has been 

possible to create a conventional helicopter simulation package containing trim, time response 

and eigenvalue calculations using the same model. The algorithms used in both the inverse and 

conventional simulation packages are discussed elsewhere, this report will concentrate on the 

development of the HGS model, and present .some results for both conventional flight 
mechanics calculations (trim, and response to controls) as well as inverse simulations.

2. An Overview of the Model

The basis of creating any mathematical model is to develop the equations of motion of the 

system to be simulated. In common with many other aerospace simulations the HGS model 
adopts the familiar Euler rigid body equations for the fuselage:

u = -(wq-vr) +---- g sin9m

v=-(ur-wp) + — + g COS0 sincj)

w = -(vp-uq)+ — + g COS0 coscj)

Ixx P - (lyy * Izz) Q r + Ixz (t + P fi) + L

-1-
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lyy q = dzz ■ Ixx) r P + ^xz (r^ ' P^) + M 

Izz ^ = dxx ■ lyy) P Q + Ixz (P ' Q r) + N

These equations are referred to a body axes set fixed at the centre of gravity of the 

helicopter so that, referring to Figure 1:

(le)

(lf)

U, V, w

P, q, r

m
Ixx I fyy> Izz 

Ixy
0,4)
X, Y, Z

L, M, N

are the vehicle translational velocities referred to the body fixed axes set 
(xfa, yb, Zb) and in the directions of the unit vectors ib, jb, respectively, 
are the vehicles angular velocities about the body fixed axes set, positive 

directions being determined by the right hand rule, 
is the total mass of the helicopter,
are the moments of inertia of the helicopter about the (xb, yb, Zb) axes, 
is the product of inertia of the helicopter, 
are the fuselage pitch and roll attitudes,
are the external forces on the helicopter acting at its centre of gravity in the 

ib, jb, kb directions respectively,
are the external moments on the helicopter about the body axes (xb, yb, Zb)-

The rate of change of the attitude angles are related to the body axes angular velocities by 

the kinematic expressions
^ = p + qsin(})tan0 + rcoscj)tan0 (2a)

0 = qcos({) - rsinc}) (2b)
= qsin4)sec0 + rcos4>sec0 (2c)

where i(f is the fuselage heading or azimuth angle. The fiiselage attitude is measured relative to 

an axes set fixed on the ground, earth axes (xe, ye, Ze). By transforming the body axes 
component velocities (u, v, w) into earth axes, via the Euler or attitude angles (({), 0, ijf). Figure 

2, the velocities of the helicopter relative the the earth fixed axes set are found to be

(3)
'Xe' 'll mi nr 'u'
Ye = h m2 n2 V

-Ze. I3 ITI3 II3 _ w

where 11 = COS0 cos^f
12 = COS0 sini^f
13 = -sin0
mi = sincj) sin0 cosv|; - cos4> sim|j 
m2 = sincj) sin0 simif + cos4> cosvjr

-2-
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m3 = sincj) COS0
ni = coscj) sin0 cosij; + coscj) simjr 
nj - coscj) sin0 sim|f - coscj) cosnj 
H3 = coscj) COS0

The position of the helicopter relative to the origin of the earth fixed axes set is obtained by 

solution of equations (3).

Equations (1 - 3) are of course not unique to the helicopter, they are widely used in many 

rigid body simulations, and it is in the calculation of the external forces and moments X, Y, Z, 
L, M, N that the modelling effort is required. The most convenient way of calculating these 

loads is to split the helicopter into components and derive expressions for their contributions to 

the overall external force or moment. These expressions will be functions of the fuselage 

velocities and accelerations, as well as the control positions of the rotors. The relevant 
components are main rotor (subscript R), tail rotor (TR), fuselage (Fus), tailplane (TP) and fin 

(Fin), so that the external forces and moments can be expressed in the form :

X = Xr + Xtr + Xfus + Xtp + Xpin (4a)

Y = Yr + Ytr + YFus + Ytp + Ypm (4b)

Z = Zr + ZjR + Zpus + ZTp + ZFm (4c)

L = Lr + Ltr + Lpus+ Lpp + Lpm (4d)

M = Mr + Mxr + Mpus + Mtp + Mpm (4e)

N = Nr + Ntr + Npus + Npp + Npin (40

The methods used to model each component and hence find its contribution to the total external 
forces and moments are presented in the following sections.

3. The Rotor Model

Due to the complex nature of the flow around the fuselage and empenage of a helicopter, 
all but the most sophisticated simulations use either simple functions of incidence angles, or 

look-up tables to find the aerodynamic loads on the fuselage and empenage, (see section 5). 
Given this fact it becomes clear that the most important factor in creating a helicopter 

mathematical model is the derivation of the rotor model. Many different type of rotor model 
have been used in the past but they all adopt the same basic principle to calculate the loads on a 

rotor blade; both aerodynamic and inertial loads are calculated by integrating the load on an 

incremental element of the blade, over its whole span. This blade element method is an

-3-
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extention of simple aerofoil theory to a rotating blade. The velocity of the blade element is 

expressed as a function of its radial position from the rotor hub, and azimuthal position around 

the disc. The effective incidence of an element in any position on the disc can then be found, 
and its aerodynamic loads calculated. Similarly, the acceleration of the blade element can be 

found, and the inertial load calculated. As the incidence of the blade element is a function of 

the pitch applied to the blade, and this is varied cyclically around its azimuthal travel, the 

elemental loads, and hence the total blade load, varies cyclically as it rotates.

The most desirable approach to calculating the rotor loads is to numerically integrate the 

elemental loads over the span of each blade. This would require an individual blade model 
where the dynamics and loads of each blade are modelled seperately. Such models are widely 

used and indeed there are computer systems avaliable which are capable of running them in real 
time. The Helinv package is implemented on a MicroVax computer and it has been shown by 

Houston [ 10] that individual blade rotor models require CPU runtimes of the order of a few 

hours for basic trim calculations. This implies that for an inverse simulation, such as Helinv, 
which consists of a series of modified trim calculations, then even for a manoeuvre of short 
duration, the runtime may extend to days. To ensure managable runtimes it was decided to use 

a multiblade model as opposed to an individual blade model. Future versions of Helinv will 
almost certainlly incorporate individual blade models and will be implemented on more 

powerful computers.

The derivation of a multiblade model requires that the rotor aerodynamic loads should be 

expressed in closed loop form, and it is then difficult to include any complicated nonlinear 
aerodynamic effects. This of course is the main advantage of individual blade models where 

phenomena such as tip Mach effects and retreating blade stall, and configurational aspects such 

as variable blade geometry or aerofoil sections may be included. Several fundamental 
assumptions about the blade aerodynamics and geometry therefore have to be made and are 

now listed. The assumptions about the blade configuration and geometry are summarised as:

i) the blades are assumed to be rigid and of constant chord and aerofoil section,
ii) the blades are centrally hinged with stiffness in flap,
iii) a root cut-out is assumed to extend from the centre of rotation to a distance eR along the 

span R,
iv) a linear twist variation is incorporated with its slope being 6tw 

The assumptions about the blade aerodynamics are summarised as:
i) Mach number and unsteady aerodynamic effects are not included hence the flow is assumed 

to be steady and incompressible,
ii) blade stall effects (retreating blade and dynamic) are not modelled.

-4-
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iii) a constant lift curve slope, ao, is assumed for the whole blade span so that, considering 

the above assumptions, 2-d aerodynamic theory can be applied,
iv) the induced velocity is composed of a uniform component over the whole disc with lateral 

and longitudinal variations over the span and azimuth superimposed, see Appendix 1.

From the above assumptions it is clear that the blade lag dynamics and aeroelastic effects 

will not be modelled. Again this is a consequence primarily of the choice of a multiblade 

model; the inclusion of any meaningful aeroelastic effects is only possible with an individual 
blade model. The inclusion of lag dynamics to the multiblade HGS model is a possible future 

refinement. The result of making the above assumptions is that the HGS model is in essence 

similar to the original Helinv model, Helistab, [3]. This proved to be a advantage in verifying 

the model.

The steps involved in deriving the rotor model are now detailed begining with the 

calculation of the rotor blade element velocity and acceleration.

3.1 Kinematics of a Blade Element

The equations of motion of the helicopter (la - If) are in terms of the body fixed axes set 
given by the unit vectors ib, jb, kb- For a general flight state, the velocity and the acceleration 

of the helicopter’s centre of gravity in the body fixed axes set will be given by

Vc = u ib + V jb + w kb and ac = u »b + v jb + w kb

and the rotational velocity and acceleration of the body axes set can be expressed as

dcob • . . • - , • 1
(Ob = P ib + q3b + rkb an£i ab = “gf- - P *b + Q3b + rkb

3.1.1 Velocity and Acceleration of the Rotor Hub

The first step in finding the velocity of a the blade element is to determine the velocity of the 

rotor hub. This is obtained by considering the relative position of the rotor hub (H) with 

respect to the centre of gravity (C). If it is assumed that the rotor hub lies on the centreline of 

the helicopter a distance Xcg behind the centre of gravity, and a height hg above it. Figure 3, 

then its position (with respect to the body axes set) is given by

th/c —Xcg *b • kg kb

-5-
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(Note that the position directly below the rotor hub on the centre line of the helicopter and at 
tyhe same height as the centre of gravity wil be taken as the reference point for the positions of 

other configurational elements. This implies that the model will only be appropriate for c.g. 
changes fore and aft.) The absolute velocity of the hub, in body axes is then given by

VHb-Vc + (wb x th/c) + drH/c
dt

and evaluating this gives

VHb = (u - qhR) ib + (v + phR - rxcg) jb + (w+ qXcg) kb

(5)

(6)

The absolute acceleration of the hub in body axes will be given by

aHb = ac + (ab rH/c) + (wb rH/c) + 2 wj, x + d (7)

which gives

aHb = [u - (q + pr) + (q2 + r2)] ib + [v + (p - qr) - (r+pq)] jb + [w + (p2 + q2) + (q - pr)] kb

(8)

It is probable that the main rotor shaft would be tilted through some angle, the shaft angle, 
Ys (taken as positive for a forward tilt), and an axes set (hub axes, subscript h) is placed at the 

hub with its z-axis pointing down the centre of the shaft. The transformation from body to hub 

axes, referring to Figure 3, is given by

ih ■

jh
.kh. .

cosYs 0 sinYs 
0 1 0

lb

jb
-kb

and hence the velocity of the hub, in hub axes, is given from (6) and (9) as

VHh = [(u - qhR) cosYs + (w+ qxcg) sinYs] ib + (v + phR - rXcg) jb + 

[(w+ qxcg) cosYs - (u - qhR) sinYs] kb

which is rewritten in a simpler form as

VHh = uh ih + vH jh + wH kh

Similarly, from (8) and (9) the acceleration of the hub in hub axes is given by

-6-
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aHh = {[u - (q + pr) + (q2 + r2)] cosys + [w + (p2 + q2) + (q - pr)] sinVs} ih +

{[v + (p - qr) - (r +pq)]} jh +
{ [w + (p2 + q2) + (q. pr)] cosYs - [u - (q + pr) + (q2 + r2)] sinYs} kh 

which is written in the form

aHh = aHx ih + aHy jh + aHz kh (11)

Using the transformation (9), the angular velocity and acceleration of the hub axes set are 

found to be
ooh = (p cosYs + r sinYs) ih + q jh + (r cosYs - p sinYs) kh 

which, for simplicity can be written in the form

Wh = pH ih + qn jh + rH kh (12)
and hence

ah = = (p cosYs + r sinYs) % + q jh + (r cosys - P sinYs) kh

which is also simplified, and gives

«h = i>H ih + jh + Th kh (13)

Equations (10) - (13) give the translational velocity and acceleration of the rotor hub 

(referred to the hub fixed axes set) and the angular velocity and acceleration of the hub axes set. 
This axes set is fixed in the helicopter and rotates with it. In order to determine the velocity and 

acceleration of a blade element, which is rotating with respect to the helicopter, and hence with 

respect to the hub axes set, another axes set is introduced. This is the shaft axes set (denoted 

by the subscript s) which is fixed in, and rotates with the shaft. Its z-axis points down the 

shaft and its x-axis along the span of the unflapped blade, as shown in Figure 3. The blade 
azimuth position is given by the angle i|; measured from aft, as shown in Figure 4. Assuming 

that the blade is rotating in an anti-clockwise direction when view from above, the 

transformation from hub to shaft axes will given by

---
---

---
---

---
1

Cf
t 

M
__

__
__

__
1

=

-ks.

-cosi|t siniY 0 

-siniY -cost|f 0 
0 0 1

ih

jh
Lkh,

(14)

From (10) and (14) the velocity of the hub in shaft axes is given by

-7-
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Vhs = (-uh cosuf + vH sinv) is - (uH sin^ + vH cosi|f) js + wH ks 

and from (11) and (14) the acceleration of the hub in shaft axes will be

aHs = (-aHxcosnf + aHySimjf) is - (aHx sini|j + aHycosm) js + aHz ks

(15)

(16)

The angular velocity of the of the shaft axes set is obtained by first transforming the rotation of 

the hub axes set to shaft axes, then adding the rotational velocity of the shaft, -flks, giving

Ws ^ (-pH cosijf + c[H sim|/) is - (ph sin^ + qh cosiif) js + (rH - H) ks 

3.1.2 Velocity and Acceleration of a Blade Element

(17)

In order to calculate the aerodynamic and inertial loads on a blade element it is necessary to 

express the velocity and acceleration of the element in a local axes set. The blade axes set 
(denoted by the subscript bl) has its origin at the aerodynamic centre of the element’s aerofoil 
section with its ibi direction pointing to the blade tip, its jbi direction from leading edge to 

trailing edge of the section, and its kbi direction making up the right handed set. Figure 3. The 

blade element is positioned a distance ib along the blade span. The shaft axes set will be 

aligned with the blade axes set when transformed through the flapping angle |3. This 

transformation is given by

ibl "cosp 0 - sinP' is
jbi = 0 1 0 is

-kbi. sinP 0 cosP -ks

Assuming the flapping angle to be small gives

"ibl 1 0 -P" "is ■

jbi = 0 1 0 js
-kbi. .P 0 1 -ks.

(18)

The velocity of the hub in blade axes is obtained from (15) and (18):

Vhh-[ -uH cos^; + vH simi; - PwH] ibl + [-Uh simjf - vH cosur] jbi + 

[p (-uH cosijj + vH sinv) + wh] kbi

and the acceleration of the hub in blade axes from (16) and (18):

(19)

-8-
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aHbi= [-aHx cosijj + aHy sin^f - P aHz] ibl + [-an* sinijf - aHy cos^;] jbi + 

[P (-aHx cosv + aHy sinij;) + aHz] kw (20)

The angular velocity of the blade axes set is found by transforming its shaft axes counterpart to 

blade axes, then adding the flapping rate p jbi- Hence, from (17) and (18), the angular 

velocity of the blade axes set is given by

cobi = [-Ph cosr|r + qH sim)f - P (rH - H)] ibi + [p - Ph sinV - Oh cosijf] jbi +
[P (-Ph cosV + Qh simjf) + (rH - H)] kbi

which, for convenience, can be expressed as

tObl = Wx ibl+ Wy jbi+ wz kbi (21)

and by differentiating this with respect to time.

«bi = oox ibi+ oily Jbi+ 05 2 kbi (22)

Srif
where, noting that Q = ^

oDx = -Ph cosi]f + c|H simi; - p (rn - H) + H (ph simir + qHCosoj;) - p (r h - H)

(by = p - Ph simir - Qh cosh; - O (pn cosh; - qn sinnr)

(bz = P (-pH cosh; + qn simi;) + (rn - ft) + P [ft (ph sinii; + qn cosh;) -p h cosh; + qn sinn;]

The absolute velocity of a point P a distance rb from the hub along the span of the blade is 

given in the local blade axes set by

Vpbi = v„bl + (Wbl - rp/n) + d£^-

where rP/H = rbibl- Hence, using (19) and (21),

Vpbi = [-uh cosh; + vh Sinn; - Pwh] ibl +
[-uh sinv - Vh cosh; + ib { P (-Ph costj; + qn sint);) + (rn- ft)}] jbi+

[p (-Uh cosh; + vh simi;) + wh - ib {P - Ph sintj; - qn cosh;} ] kbi

which can be written more conveniently as
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v Pbi = Vxbi ibl + vybl jbl + vzbl kbi (23)

The absolute acceleration of the blade element at point P in local blade axes will be given by:

dr d2raPbi= aHbi+ (abl x pp/h) + Ubi X (Wbi X rp/H) + 2 Wbi x + |^/Ji

Hence, from (20 - 22), :

apbl = [-aHxcosijj + aHysim|f - P aHz- tb (ooy2+ (0Z2)] ibi +

[-aHxsimiJ - aHy cosv + rb (w z+ WyCOx)] jbi +

[P (-aHxcosiir + aHysimi;) + aHz+ rb (coxtcz - co' y)] kbi

which is written in the more convenient form

aPbl - axbi *bl + aybi jbl + aZbl kbi (24)

The velocity and acceleration of a blade element are now known from equations (23) and (24) 
respectively, and it is therefore possible to determine the blade loads.

3.2 Calculation of Rotor Forces and Moments

There are two force components acting on the blade element; an aerodynamic force and an 

inertial force, as indicated in Figure 5. The force per unit span on the blade element at point P 

on the span can be expressed as

Fpbl = -mo aXbl ibl + (fybi - mo ayw) jbl + (fZbl - mo aZbl) kbi (25)

where is the mo mass per unit span of the blade, fybl and fZblare the aerodynamic force 

components on the blade element in the jbl and kbi directions. In order to find the total force 

contributions of a single blade this elemental force will be integrated over the whole span. This 

is most conveniently obtained by looking at the aerodynamic and inertial components 

individually.

3.2.1 The Rotor Aerodynamic Forces

The aerodynamic components on the blade element are obtained by considering the airflow 

over the element. The normal and tangential components of the airflow. Up and Uj are as
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indicated in Figure 6, and if the lift and drag forces on the element are denoted by 1 and d 

respectively, then the aerodynamic forces on the element are given by

fZbi = -1 cos4> - d sintj) 
fybl = d cos4> -1 sincj)

where (J> is the angle of attack of the element airfoil section and is given by

(26)
(27)

sintj) = Up
VUp2 +

Several assumptions are made here in order to derive a multiblade rotor disc model. Firstly 

the tangential velocity is assumed to be much greater than the normal velocity (Ut»Up), and 

then it is assumed that the angle of attack ({) is small, so that 1 cost})» d sincj), and, invoking 

the usual small angle assumptions, equations (26) and (27) can be simplified to give

fybl = d - V})

where the angle of attack is now (}) - Up'Uj

The lift force per unit span is calculated using 2-d aerofoil theory, and is given by

1 = ^ p (Up2 + Uj2) c ao abi

(28)
(29)

(30)

where p is the local air density, c is the blade chord and ap is the lift cure slope of the airfoil 
section (both assumed constant along the span) and Obi is the angle of incidence of the element. 
The angle of incidence of the blade is the sum of the airflow angle of attack, (}) and the applied 

pitch angle, 0.
abi = 0 + Up/Uj

Substituting this into (30) and recalling that Uj^Up gives

1 = ^ p c ao (Ut2 0+ UpUx) (31)

The drag force per unit span of the blade element is obtained by assuming a profile drag 

coefficient 6, giving
d = ^ p c 6 Ut2 (32)
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The aerodynamic force in the z blade direction for an element of length drt is obtained by 

substituting (31) into (28) :

fZbl= - ^ p c ao (Ut2 0 + UpUx) drb

The aerodynamic force in the y blade direction for an element of length drb is obtained by 

substituting (31) and (32) into (29) :

fybi= ^ p c a° UT2 - UpUt0 - Up2) drb

To determine the total force from the blade these elemental forces will be integrated over the 

whole span. This will include a root cut out section of length eR where R is the total span of 

the blade and e is a fraction (0 < e < 1), Figure 7. Hence the total aerodynamic forces from a 

single blade are given by

Fzh =! ■ ^ P ca° J]r Ut0 + drb (33)

Fyu = % cao fR - U| - UrUp0 - drb 
y“ 2 JeR ao

(34)

These integrals are more conveniently evaluated if normalised by the term p(f2R)27rR2 to give 

rotor force coefficients. The rotor force coefficients for a single blade are then given by

CZ|1 = • ys ao ^ + UjUp drb

= - sao ^ r1’' - Ut - UTUp0 - U^ d?b 
2 b Jo ao

(35)

(36)

bewhere if b is the number of blades then, s = — = the rotor solidity.
ttR

The other dimensionless parameters are given by:

fT -Ut t-t -Ik . - fb - eRUx------ > tJp - > tb RHR HR R
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Before these integrals can be evaluated the normal and tangential components of velocity 

must be established. Referring to Figure 9,

UT = - Vybi and Up — VZy - Vj

where Vi is the induced velocity of the flow through the rotor, and Vybl and Vz^j are given by 

equation (23). Hence

Ut = uH sim|f + vH cosiif + rb {p (ph cosi|; - qnsimj;) + (£1 - rH)}

Up = P (-Uh cos;|j + vH sim|f) + wH - ib { P - Ph sinV - Qh cost];} - Vi (37)

The expression for tangential velocity is simplified by noting that main rotor angular velocity £l 
is very much greater than the body rotational rates (£2 will be in the region of 30 rad/s whilst 
the maximum values of body rates may only be in the region of 1 rad/s) so that:

^ » P (Ph cosV - Oh sinv) - tH

The tangential velocity may then be written

Ut = Uh sini(f + Vh cosij; + rb H

The induced velocity is given, from Appendix 1, in the form

(38)

Vi = v° + R <'v'ssinl,, + Vlc cos4f) 

so that the normal velocity, from (37) becomes

Up = P(-uh cosi|i + Vh sinni) + wh - rb{P - Ph sim|f - qh cosi(f} - vq - ^ (vis sini|f + vic cosi|f)

(39)
The blade flapping angle P is written in the form

P = Po + Pls sim|f+ Pic cosiif

which, when differentiated with respect to time, gives

(40)

P = Po+ (Pls- ^^Pic) sin^ + (Pic + cosV (41)
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where Po = the coning angle
Plc = the blade longitudinal flapping angle 

Pls = the blade lateral flapping angle

The flap rate can be expressed as a function of blade azimuth position :

P,= ^ = ^ ^ =: i
di|r dij; dt

so that, from (41),

P’ = Po + (Pis - Plc) sinv + (P’ic + Pis) cosajr (42)

where ft’ _ Po ft’ _ P is ft’ -Hie
Po_7T’ Pis - TT’ Plc - ^

Pis Plc
a n a

The normalised blade velocities are therefore given, from (38) and (39), by

Ut = Px simjf + py cosij; + fb + e (43)

Up = (eaic- ppx) cosi|f + (eais+ Ppy) simir + pz - - ePo + rb (*Po + aic cosijf + aissim|;)
(44)

where
uH vH wH

Px = ” . Py = . Pz = —OR y HR OR

aic= Qh ■ ^lc ■ Plc • Pis ais = PH -Xis-Pls + Plc

- = flH - = PH
qH n’ PH n

nR " nR

The blade pitch angle is given by the expression

Xk
OR

0 = 00 + 0is simjf + 0ic cos;|f + 0tw (45)
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The control inputs are a collective pitch angle, 6o which is applied to all of the blades together, 
longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch, 0is and 0ic, which vary the pitch of the blade cyclicly as it 
rotates. Added to this is a linear blade twist variation, the gradient of which is 0tw-

After the blade flapping angle, P, given by (40) is substituted into (44) it is possible to 
evaluate expressions for the blade aerodynamic coefficients and Cyy from equations (35) 

and (36). The integration with respect to q, of the resulting expressions are straight forward as 

they are simply polynomial functions of q,. The difficulty lies in the manipuation of lengthy 

terms in cos^r and simjf and their powers which result from the substitution of the expressions 

for P, (40) into the blade element velocity expression (44) and pitch angle 0, (45), into (35) 
and (36). As the aim of this work was to retain as many of the unsteady terms as possible, 
rather that attempt to simplify the blade velocity terms (43) and (44) any further, it was decided 

to use the symbolic algebra computer package Mathematica, [11], to do the algebraic 
manipulation. Mathematica was also used to express the power terms of cosij; and simtr as 

multiple angles. The result of this is that expressions were found which give the total 
aerodynamic force coefficients (referred to the blade axes set) of a single blade as a function of 

its azimuth position, t|i, around its 360 degrees of travel.

CzA= - ^sao^(CzAo+ CzAlccosi|;+ CzAlssimi;+ CzA2cCos2V+.....)

cYa= 2 sao b (CyAo+ CyAicCosV+ CYAlssim1f+ CYa2ccos2V+.....)

Up to fourth harmonic terms were actually calculated, however, as the blade flap and cyclic 

pitch variations are only expressed to first harmonic form, it was decided that for consistency 

the force coefficients should be expressed to the same degree of accuracy.

The force coefficient harmonic components were found to be

CzAn= - ^ Po d - e3) + i d - e2)(lL1z - Xo) + ^ d - e2)[px (ais - Plc) + Hy (aic + Pls)] +

i (1 - e2)(0icPy + 0isPx) + [^ d - e3) + ^ (1 - e)p2]0o + [L {i + ^2(1 . e)2} . | e]0tw

CzAl = ^ otic (1 - e3) + py (1 - e)(pz - Xo) -^ (1 - e2)(Poily + PoPx) ' 4 d - e)Pis(p2 - Py) 

e)(0is - Plc)Pxhy+ [|d - e3) + (1 - e)(ip2 + \ p2)]0ic + Py(l - e2)0O +

Py(| -e + |e3)0tw
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CzAis = 3 ais ■ e3) + ^lx ■ e^^IJz -X0)-^(l- e2)(Po4x - PoMy) ‘ 4 0 * e)Plc(j1x ' My) + 

kl - e)(0ic + Pis)PxMy+ [3(1 - e3) + (1 - e)(| M2 + | Mi)]01s + Mx(l - e2)6o +

Mx(f - e + 3 e3)0tW

CYa1c = 0ic { 5 Po (1 - e3) -1 (1 - e2)(nz - Xo) -1 (1 - e2)[(ais - 3Pic)mx + (3aic + Pis)Pyl+ 

i(l -e)PoHx|iy) +

01s{ -1(1 - e2)[(aic - Pis)|Jx + (ais + Plc)My] + 4(!' e)Po(M| - My)} +

00 {-|(l-e3)aic+^(l-e2)(Po4y+Po|Ux)-My(l-e)(|Uz-Xo) +

^ (1 - e)Pis(^2 - p2) + I (1 - e)picPxMy} +

0tw{-aic(^ -|e)+|(l -|e + |e3)(PoPy+ PoMx) * |My(Mz-Xo)(l -e)2 +

I P1s(m| - My)(l - e)2 + ^ PlcMxMyd - e)2} + 

aiJ I (1 - e3)Po - (|Uz - Xo)(l - e2) + ^ PlcMx (1 - e2) - X4 PlsMy (1 - e2)] +

^ ais(l - e2)(Pis|iix - PlcMy) + PoMx [-Po’ (1 - e2) + 2(1 - e)(|iz - Xq) - |PicPx(l - e) ‘

PlgMy(1 - e)] - \PoPlcMy ■ e) + ^ (1 ■ e2)My

CyAis = 01c { • 8 ■ e2)[(«lc - Pls)Mx + (ocis + Plc)My] + 4 ^ ’ e)Po(M| - My)} +

0 Is { 3 Po (1 -e3) - 2 ^1 ■ c2)(Mz - Xo) -1 (1 - e2)[(3ais - Pic)mx + (aic+ 3Pis)|iy] -

-(1 -e)PofixMy} +

00 {-1 (1 - e3)ais+1 (1 - e2)(Po^x * PoMy) - MxO - e)(Mz - Xq) + ^ 0 - e)pic(u2 - 

|u2) -i(l - e)Pis|ixMy} +

0tw{-ocis(^ ■ 3 e) + 3 (1'2e + 2 e3)(PoMx - PoMy) - ^Mx (Mz - Xo)(1 + 2e - e2) +

I Plc(Mi - My)(l - e)2 - PhMxMyO - e)2} + 

ais[ I (1 - e3)Po - (Mz - Xo)(l - e2) -1 PislXy (1 - e2) + ^ Pic4x (1 - e2)] +

^ aic(l - e2)(pisHx - PlcMy) + PoMy [Po (! - e2) - 2d ' c)(Mz - Xo) - |PlsMy(l - e) +

PlcMx (1 - e)] - ^ PoPIxMI (! - e) + ^ d - c2)Mx 

It will be shown later that the coefficient CyAq is not required.
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3.2.2 The Rotor Inertial Forces

From equation (25), the inertial forces of a blade element of length dq, are given by 

dXibl = -mo aXbl drb dYibl = -mo aybl drb dZibl = -mo aZbl drb

and to determine the total inertial forces associated with a single blade, these elemental forces 

are integrated over the whole span for rb = eR to R. Substituting the blade accelerations given 

by equation (24) gives

Xtu = - fR mo [-^x cosijf +aHysim|f - Pan, - rb(o)z + to^)]drb
veR

\ = -£*m0[-aHlsim|f - ^ycos\jf + rb(wz + (0x03y)]drb 

ZIu = - fR nio [P (-aH]I cosijf +aHysimjj) + aHz + rb(coxcoz - Wy)]drb
JeR

which can be rewritten as

Xibl = (aHxcosi|; - aHy sini|; + P aHz) mb + (Wy2+ wz2) Mp

Y ibl = (aHx sim|i + aHy cosij;) mb- (toz+o3yWz)Mp

Zibl = [P (aHx cosijr - aHy simj;) - aHz] mb - (obc Wz - Wy) Mp

rRwhere mi, = the blade mass = I rrio drb
JeR

rRMp = the blade moment of mass = J ^ nio rb drb 

These forces are normalised, as with the aerodynamic forces, by division by p(flR)27rR2 to

give

CXl = (ilx cosV - nySinv + P Tiz) ihb + Mp (Wy2 + coz2)Al2 

Cyi = (t1x sinijj + ny cosi|;) nT b - Mp (o3z+ wy wx)/n2

Czj = [P (nx cosr|f - T]y simjf) - tiz] m b - Mp (coxwz - 03 y)A22

(46a)

(46b)

(46c)

where
aHx _ aHy _ aHz

n* n2R’ ny n2R’ a2R
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and - mb 
mb ■ pltR3 ’ PTtR4

Assuming that the angular velocity of the rotor is much greater than any of the rotational 
velocities of the hub frame, the blade axes component angular velocities are given from (21) by

so that

(Ox = -Ph cosijf + onsimi; + pn 

(Oy = P - Ph simi; - Qh cos^t;
(O2

<hy = P - (Ph - simi; - (qH+ npH) cosi|f

(O2 " ^2

(47a)

(47b)
(47c)

(48a)

(48b)

Differentiation of equation (41) with respect to time gives

P = Po + (plc + ^Pls + 2nP Is - n2Plc) cosV + (P Is - - 2^^ Ic - a2Pls) sinV

This is substituted into equation (48a), whilst equation (40) for P is substituted into (47a), and 

that for its time derivative, (41), is substituted into (47b). Equations (47) and (48) are then 

substituted into equations (46). The resulting expressions contain terms with products and 

powers of sini|; and cosuf which are converted to multiple angles, as with the aerodynamic 

coefficients. Listing first harmonic terms only (for consistency), the blade inertial force 

coefficients are found to be

where

Cxi = CxIo + CxIlc cosV + CxIls simjf 
CYj = CyIo + CYllc cos(jj + CYlls sinv 

CZl= CzIo+CZllccosHJ+ CZlls simjf

Gxio = nz Po mb + Mp [ 1 + Po2 + ^ (e|s + efc)] 

cXilc= (nx + nzPlc) mb + 2po elc Mp 

Cxils = - (ny - nzPls) mb + 2po elsMp

CYlo = -Mp [Po Po - ^ + 2 elc (Pic- Ph) + I Els (P ls+ ^h)1

CYlic= ny ihb - Mp [Poeic+ Po (Plc- Ph)1 

cYlls = nx - Mp [Poeis+ Po (Pis+ qn)!

(49a)
(49b)
(49c)
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Czl0= -[nz + I (TiyPis - nxPic)] mb+Mp (Po + Po)

Czilc= nxPomb + Mp(Yic + Plc-pH)

Czils = -riy Pomb + Mp (Yis + Pis + ^h)

and eic= Pic + Pis' ^H. Sis= Pis’Plc'PH

»i='p!'c + ^Pl>+2P’1>-Pl'=' S'fH’ ',u-Pi'.-^Pic-2«c-Pi.-

with
” = Po fi? = ^, p’1’c = ^

Po = -. Pu n2 n2

3.2.3 Total Rotor Forces

The coefficient of the total rotor force, aerodynamic plus inertial, can be expressed in blade 

axes as
cFbi = CXbiibl + CYbljbl + Czblkbi (50)

where Czbl = Czx + CzA etc, giving component coefficients of the form ;

Cxbi = Cxo + Cxlc cosiK + Cxls sinv 

CYbi= CYq+ Cy1cCOSV + CYlssinV 

Czbl = Czo + Czlc cosvi; + Cz ls sini|i

which are made up of aerodynamic and inertial contributions :

Cxo CXi0. ^Xic CxIlc, ^Xis Cx,Ils

GYo = ^ CYa0 + CYlo> CYlc “ ^ CYa1c + CYllc» CYis 2h CyAis + CyI1s 

CZ0=-WCZA0+CZI0’ Czlc=- ^CzAic+CzIlc’ CZIS=- lb CzAls+CzIls

As the vehicle equations of motion are expressed in body axes the rotor force is required to be 

referred to this axes set. This is achieved by first transforming equation (50) to hub axes by 

use of the transpose of equations (14) and (18), which give
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’ih‘

jh —
■-COSljJ

simj;

-sim|r
- cos^r

- Pcosrjj ■ 
Psinnf

■ibi

jbl (51)
-K. . -P 0 1 -^bl-

Substituting equation (40) for P, and using (51) to transform (50) to hub axes, the force 

coefficients are found to be harmonic, with steady components, for a rotor with b blades, 
given by

Cxh=-^[Cxlc+CYls+ PoCzlc+PlcCZo] (52a)

CYh = ^[Cxis-CYlc+ PoCZu+PlsCZol (52b)

Czh = \ [2CZO- 2P0CZO - PlcCxlc - PlsCxisl (52c)

In reality the rotor forces are periodic and could be more fully described by retaining terms 

in higher harmonics of 41. For many applications, such as in vibration and the study of 

unsteady aerodynamic and blade stmctural loadings these harmonic terms would have to be 

retained to ensure high frequency effects were being modelled. Indeed this form of multiblade 

model may not even be appropriate for this type of problem; an individual blade model would 

be required. As this model has been created primarily for use with inverse simulation where 

the low frequency modes of the helicopter dynamics are of importance it will be sufficient only 

to consider the steady form of the rotor forces given by equations (52). This value 

corresponds to the average force around the azimuth travel of the blade.

The final stage is to transform these force coefficients into body axes for inclusion in the 

vehicle eqautions of motion. The transformation from hub to body axes follows from equation 

(9) and is

1________ II

---
---

---
---

1

Xb. .

cosYs 0 - skiYs 
0 1 0

»h

jh
Lkhj

(53)

The contribution to the external forces of the helicopter due to the main rotor are therefore given 

by:
Xr = p(nR)27rR2 [Cxh cosYs - Czh sinYs] (54a)

Yr = p(nR)27rR2CYh

Zr = p(aR)27TR2 fCXh sinYs + CZh cosys1

(54b)

(54c)
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3.2.4 The Rotor Moments

The hub moment per unit span due to the forces on an element at position P on a blade span 

can be expressed, referred to the blade axes set, as

Mpbl = rp/Hbl x Fpbl

where Fpbl is given by equation (25) and rp/HbI = n> ibl, giving

Mpbj = - rb (fzjji ■ m0 azbi) jbl + rb (fybi" m0 aybi) ^bl (55)

The component of this moment about the Zbi axis is effectively the torque contribution of the 

blade element, whilst the component about the yw axis gives the elemental contribution to the 

blade flapping moment. The total moments can be obtained by integration of the elemental 
moments over the span, however the flapping moment is more readily obtained by noting that 
flapping motion is resisted by the stiffness of the rotor hub, denoted by Kp. If the blade has 

flapped through an angle P, then the moment at the hub due to this flapping motion, Mfiap, can
be expresed (in blade axes) as

Mflapb! = Kp P jbl

Integrating the elemental flapping moments over the span, and equating this to the hub flapping 

moment gives the blade flapping equation

fR (fza - m0aZa) rb drb + P Kp =0
JeR

(56)

When expanded, as shown in the following section, equation (56) describes the flapping 

motion of the rotor blades. The rotor torque, Q, is obtained by integrating the elemental 
torques over the blade span

rR(fyB - m0ayH) rb drb = Q
JeR

(57)

As with the rotor forces this is more conveniently dealt with by deriving the aerodynamic and 
inertial contributions seperately. If the torque is normalised (by division by p(nR)27rR3) then, 
with reference to equation (36), the aerodynamic contribution, Cqa, to the coefficient of

torque, Cq, for 1 blade is given by

Cj. - - r f1'! - - OtUpS - uj
2 b Jo ( ao J

(rb + e) drb (58)
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The blade element velocities Uj and Up, and the blade pitch angle, 0, are given by equations 

(43), (44) and (45) respectively. As with the blade forces, equation (58) was evaluated by 

using Mathematica, and the resulting expression gives the aerodynamic contribution to the main 

rotor torque, referred to the blade axes set, of a single blade. For consistency, including only 

the first harmonic terms, the aerodynamic torque coefficient is given by

CQa = CQa0 + CQa1c cosV + CQau sinV

where

Gqao = 01c{- 1g - e4)«lc +1(! - e3)(PoHy+ Po4x) + ^ ' e2)Pis(M| - 4?) - ^ MyO - e2)

(Mz - >K)) + I (1 - e2)PicPx|Jy} +

0Is {- i - e4)ctls+ 6 (1 ■ e3)(PoMx - p04y) + ^ ‘ e2)Plc(Mi ' 4y) - 4 MxU - e2)

(fiz - Xo) -1 (1 - e2)PisPxPy} +

0o{ ;J(1 -e4)P’0-|(l -e3)(pz-Xo)- ^(1 - e3)[(ais - Pic)px + («lc + Pls)liy]} +

0tw {^ - +^e5)Po + ;^e4)[(Mz- Xo) - \ [(ais - Pic)px + (aic +

I (1 - e4)[aic2 + ais2+ 2P’o2] + (pz - Xo)[^ Po (1 - e3) - 2(1' e2){(l1z ‘ ^0) - (PlcPx - 

PlsPy)}] + 3 (! - e3)[po(aicPx - aisPy)+ Po (Plsliy' Plcl1x)] + C1 - e2)[-4 Po +

J PlsPlcPxPy - ^ 42 (Pi2 + Pi?) - i (Pi? I1? + Pis2 I1?)! + 4 (1 ■ e2)(1+ e2+ ^2) ^

Gqajc = 01c { ^ Pb 0 - e4) + (1 - e3)[-^Pz - ^ (aisl^x + Plsfiy) + \ (PlcMx - aicpy)]

+ i(l -e2)PoPxPy} +

01s{|a - e2)Po(pi- fiy) + ^d - e3)[(Pis- aic)Px - (ais + Pic)Pyl) +

00 {- ^(1 - e4)aic+1 (1 - e3)(P’0Py + PoPx) + ^ (1 - e2)[^ Pis(p2' l1y) ‘ liy(l1z - Xq)

^PlcPxPyl}

0tw{-aic(^ -4e + Me5) + Q * 3e + ne4)(Pol1y + PoPx) + ^(1 -e3)[^Pis(p| - 

My) + P IcMxMy - 2py (Mz - Xo)] } +

i (1 - e4)aicPb + (1 - e2)[PoMx(Mz - Xo) - X2 PoPic(Mx2 ‘ 2 ^2)+ 2 PoPlsl1xlly] -
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^ (1 - e3)[aic (|Uz - ^o) + PoPo Px - — My + ^ Pls(aic My - ais Mx) + P lc(ais My -

3aic 4x)]

CQa1s = 01c {I (1 - e2)Po(Mx - I11?) + ^ • e3)t(Pls ■ alc)Mx - (ais + Plc)My] } +

®ls{ 4 Po ‘ e4) + ■ e^)["^Mz* ^o) ■ 4 (alsMx + PlsMy) + ^(PlcMx- OCicMy)]

-^(1 - e2)PoMxMy} +

0O {'4(1 ■ e4)ais+1 (1 - e3)(PoJix - PoMy) + 2 (1 ' e2)l4 P1c(m| - My) - Mx(Mz - >^o) 

■ 2 P lsMxMy]} +

0tw{-ais (5 - i e + ^ e5) + (4 * ie + n e4)(PoMx - PoMy) + I (! - e3)[| Pic(Mi - 

My) - PlsMxMy ■ 2Mx (Mz - ^)]} +
1 (1 - e4)aisPo + (1 - e2)[-PoMy (Mz - ^o) ' PoPls(My + ^ M2) + \ PoPlcMxMyl -

2 (1 - e3)[ais(Mz - ^0) - PoPo My - — Mx + ^ Pls(aic Mx - 3ais|Uy) + \ Pic(aisiix -

aic My)]

The inertial contribution to the rotor torque is obtained from the integral

rRQim = - nio ay,, rb drb
•>eR

which, on substitution of ^bl from equation (24), gives

Qlbi= (aHx simjf + aHy cosv) Mp - (coz+ (Oy tOz) Ip

where Mp is the mass moment of the blade, as before, and Ip is the moment of inertia of the 

blade which is defined as
Ip = fR mo drb

JeR

Substitution for (bz, cOy, and coz, from equations (48b) and (47b and c), then normalising (by 

division by p(nR)27rR3) gives the inertial torque contribution of 1 blade in the form

CQi = CQio + CQiic cosv + CQiis sin^

where
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and

Cqio = 'IP ‘ ^ + 2 Elc (Pic- P h) +1 Sis (Pls+ Qh)]

03110= Py Mp - Ip [PoEic+ Po (Plc- Ph)1 

CQhs = nx Mp - Ip [Po£is+ Po (Pls+ ^h)]

P P7TR5

Thus, for a single blade, the total torque coefficient is written in the form

Cq = Cq0 + Cq1c cosijr + Cq1s siniii

where

Cqo-^cQao+cQio, 03,,= ■^cQaic+cq,u, cQis=“^cQai!+Cq,1s

Referring to equation (55), the hub moment due to a single blade may be written in the form

Mhubbi = Kp P jbi + Q kbi (59)

where Q is written in the form

Q = Qo + Qlc cosijf + Qis simif 

and Qo = p(nR)27rR3 Cqq etc.

Expressing P in its harmonic form (40), and using the transformation given by equation (51), 
the hub moment given by equation (59) can then be refered to the hub axes set. Hence, for a 

rotor with b blades, the roll, pitch and yaw hub moments are given by

_ sao _ sao

Lh = -^[KpPis + QoPic + Qic Po] (60a)

Mh = |[pisQo + PoQis-Kp PiJ (60b)

Nh = b Qo (60c)

If the helicopter’s transmission is assumed to have an inertia, Itr, then the yawing moment at 
the hub can be rewritten, from equation (60c)
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(61)

The total moments acting at the helicopter centre of gravity are obtained by transforming the 

moments given by (60a), (60b) and (61) to the body axes frame by using equation (53), then 

adding the moments due to the rotor hub forces given by equations (54),being offset from the 

centre of gravity. The contribution to the external moments of the helicopter due to the main 

rotor are therefore given by

Lr = Lh cosYs - Nh sinvs + hR Yr (62a)

Mr = Mh- hR Xr + Xcg Zr (62b)

Nr = Lh sinYs + NhCOSYs - Xcg Yr (62c)

3.3 Blade Flapping Dynamics

3.3.1 The Blade Flapping Equation

The flapping angles, Po, Plc, Pls, are determined by solution of the blade flapping 

equation, which for a blade, i, from (56) is given by

rR(fZa - m0 3,^) rb drb + Pi Kp = 0
JeR

(63)

where, from (24), (47), and (48)

azb! = Pi (-aHx cosvfi + aHy sinift) + aHz+

ih [-P i - n2 Pi + (qH + 2npH) costiJi + (pH - 20qn) simtrj

so that referring (33), equation (63) can be rewritten

1 i*R- ^ pcao J^R(Uj 0 + Ur Up) rb drb - [P; (-an, cos^i + aHy sin^i) +aHjJeRm0 rb drb

- [-Pi - O2 Pi + (qH + 20pH)cost|;i + (pH -2nqH)sim|ri]£Rm0 d dfb + Pi Kp =0 

Substituting for the blade moments of mass and inertia, Mp and Ip, and rearranging, gives
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Pi +
a2 + — + ^(aHl cosnii - aiiy sinijji)1Pi = ^ [r(Ut 0 + Ur UP) rb drb 

Ir Ip J ^p e

M,+ —^ aHz + ((^ + 2npH)cosiiri + (pn-2nqH)siiu;;i

This is nonnalised by dividing throughout by Cl2, giving

4
(rixcosijfi - TiySimi^) Pi = 4np ^ 0 + Uy Up (rb + e) drb

MpR
Hz + 2

^+pHjcosii;i + j^^-qHjsinVi j (64)

where

P dW2 ’
X2-l+^1 iPa2’

pcaoR4 _ qn
nP = -^. qH-— - pH

n2’ PH'n2

The integral part of the forcing term of equation (64) is evaluated by substitution of 0 from 

equation (45), Uxfrom equation (43),

Ut = Px sin1!1! + Py cosrjrj + fb + e
and Up from (39),

Up = Pi (-Px cosif! +py simiii) + pz - Xo - (fb + e)[ft’ + (Xis - Ph) sinift + (Xic - q"H) cosift] 

This was evaluated using Mathematica, and the flapping equation (64), then becomes 

Pi + np [l - e4 +1 (1 - e3)(py cosift + px sim^)] PI + [X§ - ^ (-tlx cosi^ + riy sinipi) +

np{| (1 - e3)(px cosijri - Py simi/i) + 2(1 - e2)(pxpy cos2riri + (p| - p|) sin2nJi)}] Pi =

Tiz + 2 [(pH + cosVi - (^ - ^) siniKi] +

4np {| (1 - e3)[2(pz -X0) + [(20ic- Xls+ pH)Py + (20is- Xlc+ qH)Pxl] + 

^(l-e2)(l+e2+p2)0o+[| -4e + Me5+(6 - 4 e + ^ e3)P2l0tw+

[i (1 - e2)[(l + e2+ ^ p2 + Py)0ic + PxPy01s]+ 23 (1 - e3)py0o + ^\'\c + \ e4)l1yetw +
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l2 (1 - e2)(|Hz -Xo)Py - ^ (1 - ^)(X1C- qH)]cosVi +
[\{l- e2)[(l +e2+i^2 + ^2)01s + ilxVLyQlc] + 23(1 - e3)px0o + (^-1e + ^e4)nx0tw + 

\(1 - e2)(pz -X0)|ix - 7 (1 - e4)(^ls- PH)]simri} (65)

(Note that terms in 2^ and above on the right hand side are not presented here as they do not 

influence the final result.)

3.3.2 The Multiblade Transformation

In order to solve equation (65) the multiblade transformation [3] is applied. Effectively 

this converts the individual blade flapping angles, pi, into rotor disc multiblade angles, coning, 
Po, longitudinal and lateral flapping, Pic, and pis, and the differential flap angle, pd. For a 

rotor with four individual blades, their flapping angles can be expressed as

Pl=[Pl,P2.P3, P4lT

where the azimuth position of successive blades will be given by

(66)

tW = V - (i - 1) o (67)

and equation (65) can be expressed in the form

PT+ QPf +DiPi = hi (68)

The matrices Q, Dj, and hi, are obtained by substituting for successive values of Wi for each 

blade from equation (67). The matrices and Q are Dj therefore diagonal with, for example,

Q =

Cin 0 0 0-
0 cl22 0 0
0 0 cl33 0
0 0 0

where
qI1 = np[l-e4 + |(l - e3)(py cosVi + 4X sinvi)] 

q22 = np [ 1 - e4 +1 (1 - e3)(py siim - Px cosiirO] 

q33 = np [ 1 - e4 -1 (1 - e3)(py cosir, + fix siniw)]
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Cl 44 = np [l - e4 -1 (1 - e3)(4y siiu|;i - cos^i)]

The transformation from individual blade angle to a multiblade angles is given in Reference (3)
as

b b b b
= Pd=1g£Pi(-l)i pjc = I £ Pi cosM pjs = ^ Pi sinM

i=l i=l i=l i=l

which, expressing the multiblade angles in the form

Pm = [Po, Pd> Plc» PlsF

for a 4 bladed rotor, can be expressed in matrix notation as

where, applying (67) for 4 blades

Lp =

Pi = Lp Pm

1 -1 cosnj sinijr'
1 1 simif - costir
1 -1 - CO stir - sintir

_ 1 1 -sintir costir ,

(69)

Differentiation of (69) with respect to tir, then substituting into equation (68) gives the flapping 

equation referred to the multiblade angles

Pm + CM Pm + dm Pm = hM (70)

where Cm _ Lp (2Lp + CjLp)

Dm = Lp1 (Lp + Cl Lp + Di Lp) 

hM = L p hi

and
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L’6 =

0 0 -sim^r cosijr ■0 0 - cosij; -sunjf
0
0

0 cosi|; simif
0 sinnf - cosijj

II

0
0

0 -sint|r
0 cosier

cosh;
sini);

.0 0 - cosijf - sini}f. .0 0 sim|r -cosh; .

■ 1 1 1 1 -
Tl 1 -1 1 -1 1
4 =4 2cosnf 2simtr - 2cosi|r -2sim|j

_2simir - 2cosi|; - 2simj; 2cosrjr.

These expressions will give the matrices Cm, Dm, and hM, in harmonic form. As with the 

blade force calculations the periodic terms are neglected to give the nonperiodic flapping 

equation
Pm + Cmq Pm + Dmo Pm = ^Mq

where

(1 -e4)np 0 ||iy(l -e3)np ||ix(l-e3)np 

0 (l-e4)np 0 0
jPy(l -e3)np 0 (1 -e4)np 2

_ jpx(l -e3)np 0 -2 (1 - e4)np

(71)

-Mo

Dmo ~
0

0

■Kl

MbR
2Ip 1 

0

Mp R 

0
ny

^nx+jhx(l-e3)np 0 Xg-l + pxpy(l-e2)np [l-e4 + ^(1-e2)(p2-pp]np 

L-^ny+ |py(l-e3)nP 0 -[l-e4 + i(l-e2)(pi-M^)]np X^ -1-|ix|Uy(l-e2)np

ho 
0

lM» " hlc 

>1.

and
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h° = Hz + np {I (1 - e3)[2(|iz -Xo) + [(26ic- pH)4y + (20is- ?tic+ qh)Ux]] + 

(1 - e2)(l + e2 +|i2)6o + [j - e +1 e5 + (| - e +1 e3)|ii2]0tw}

hic = 2(ph + ^)+ np((l - e2)[(l + e2 + |(i2+ Py)0ic + Px4y6ls] + IC1 * e3)lJy0O +

(2 - |e +|e4)py0tw+ 2(1 - e2)(pz-Xo)py - (1 - e4)(Xic- cfn)}

his = -2(qH - + np {(1 - e2)[(l + e2 +1 p2 + p2)0 ls + pxpy0lc] + | (1 - e3)px0o +

(2 -1 e +1 e4)px0tw+ 2(1 - e2)(pz -Xo)px - (1 - e4)(Xis- p“H)}

Equation (71) can then be solved for the multiblade flapping angles for a given set of control 
angles and hub velocities. The solution of (71) is often simplified by assuming that the blade 

flapping dynamics are decoupled from the body dynamics and therefore have little effect on the 

forces and moments applied by the rotor to the vehicle body. This assumption is made on the 

grounds that the blade flap modes are very much faster than those of the body. The qixasi- 
steady blade flap equation becomes

(72)Pm -ItMo

which, due to its algebraic nature, can be solved simply to give the blade flap angles at a 

discrete point in time.

4. The Tail Rotor Model

The modelling of the tail rotor is essentially the same as the for the main rotor, the 

major exception being that the tail rotor hub is assumed to be rigid so that no blade flapping 

occurs. As with the main rotor, it is assumed that the blades are of constant chord and lift 
curve slope, a linear blade twist is incorporated, and a root cut out section is also included.
The same form of inflow model is also used, however the inertial forces of the blades are 

assumed to be small, and are therefore ignored. Due to the similarity with the main rotor, only 

brief details of the formulation of the tail rotor forces and moments are given here.
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4.1 Tail Rotor Kinematics

The tail rotor hub (TRH) is positioned a distance Itr behind the fuselage reference 

point (directly below the rotor hub), and a height hpR above it. The position vector, in body 

axes, of the tail rotor hub with respect to the centre of gravity is therefore given by

rTRH/C = ■ (ItR + Xcg) ib ■ bpR

The velocity of the tail rotor hub, in body axes, is given by

VxRHb = Vc + (bJb x ttrh/c) + Tdf/C

which is found to be

Vtrh = (u - qbjR) ib + [v - r Otr + Xcg) + phjR] jb - [w + q Otr + Xcg)] kb (73)
b

An axes set fixed at the tail rotor hub is now introduced (subscript trh). Figure 9, with its x 

direction coinciding with that of the body fixed set, its y-axis down, and its z-axis in the 

direction of the flow through the tail rotor. This implies a ’’pushei"’ tail rotor. The 

transformation from body axes to tail rotor hub axes is then given by

(74)

The tail rotor hub velocity, in tail rotor hub axes, is then obtained by (73) and (74) as 

Vtrh =(u- qhpR) itrh + [w + q (Itr + Xcg)l jtrh - [v - r (Itr + Xcg) + phTR] ktrh
trh

itrh ■ 1 0 0- "ib ■

jtrh = 0 0 0 jb

.ktrh . .0 -1 0. .kb.

which is more conveniently expressed as

VTRHtrj1 = UHxr itrh + v»rR jtrh+ WHtr ktrh

Using (74), the angular velocity of the hub axes set will be given by

tOtrh = P itrh + r jtrh - q ktrh 

which, again, is written in the form

(75)
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Wtrh - PHtr *trh + £1Htr jtrh + rHxR ^trh (76)

An axes set, tail rotor blade axes (trbl) is now fixed at a position P on a tail rotor blade a 
distance rt^ from the hub. Referring to Figure 9, the transformation from tail rotor hub to tail

rotor blade axes is given by

‘trbl
jtrbl SS

-ktrbl. L

- cosiifrR simjTrR 0' 
-simjrTR - cosijJxR 0 

0 0 1

itrh

jtrh

-^trh

From (75) and (77) the tail rotor hub velocity in tail rotor blade axes is then

VTRHtrbl = (-uhtRc°sWr+ vHTRsinWR) itrbl - (uHTRsinurTR + VH^cosTifm) jtrbl 

+ W»TR ktrbl

and from (76) and (75) the angular velocity of the tail rotor hub axes set is

oJtrbi = (-p»rRcosnfTR+ qHTRsinWR) ‘trbl - (pttrRsinH>TR + qHrRcosVrR) jtrbl 
+ (rHxR ■ nTR) ktrbl

The position of the blade element with respect to the tail rotor hub is given by

rp/TRH = rbxR ‘trbl

and the velocity of the blade element is obtained from

Vptrbl = VTRHtrbl + (“trbl x ‘‘P/TRh) +

which gives

vPtrbi= [-uHrRcos'lfrR+ VHruSimjrntl itrbl+

[■u»rRsinVTR - vf^RcosiirrR+ rbXR(rHTR - fijR)! jtrbl+

[whTr + rbre (PttrRsinMfTR + qH-reCosiytR)! ktrbl

(77)

(78)

(79)

(80)
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4.2 Tail Rotor Forces and Moments

The forces and moments from the tail rotor are obtained in a similar maimer to those of 

the mian rotor. Neglecting the inertial components of the elemental forces, the forces and 

torque of a single blade will be given by

ZjRrti = PCTRaOTR r „ Uttr^TR + Uttr^Ptr <^rbTR
Z *^CTRRrR

^Rrtji - ~ PcTRaoTR r Uxtr - Uxtr Upj-R ®TR ' drb^
2 JctrRtr aoTR

Qn^rt.1 " 2 pCTRa°™ £Rtr

ctrI^s

5tr tt2

ao1
UTtr - UrrRlVu&TR - UpjR h>TR t>TR

where ctr, ctr and Rjr describe the planform of the blade, see Figure 7, aoj-g is the constant 
lift curve slope and SxrIs the constant profile drag coefficient of the tail rotor blades. The 

blade element tangential and normal velocities, UTTRand Up^, are obtained from equation

(80), and by cissuming an inflow distribution of the form

ViTR = VOtR + |^ (V1sTr sinHfTR + VlcrR COSIUtr)

Assuming a linear variation of twist fitwxR and a collective input Boj-r, the pitch of the blade is 

given by
&TR = 0Otr+ ^ 0twrR

Normalising by division by p(nTRRTR)2^RTR2 for the forces, and p(nTRRxR)2trRTR3 f°r 
torque, the force and torque coefficients for the whole rotor will be given by

1 ^ 1 - ejR —2 — — _
CzTRcrt,! = -2SrRa°TR J0 UttR^TR + UttrUptR ^rbTR

f^TRutl “ ~ SXRaOTR r ^TR * UttrUptr&TR - fj^R <^rbTR
2 •'0 8o^n

1 i* 1 - Ctr
CQTHrt,I = 2 SrRa°™ Jo Uttr - UTtr Upj-R 0TR - U^R

. aoT
fbTR dqbTR
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where str is the solidity of the tail rotor. Using Mathematica to evaluate these expressions, 
neglecting terms in 2ivtr and higher, gives

CzTRtrbl = - 2 STR a(>rR (CzOTR + CzlCTR C°SVrR+ CzlSTR (81)

where, listing only the coefficients actually required after transformation to hub axes (see 

below),

CZ(>rR= eorj1^ (1-^3r)+^(1-ere) ftTy+0twrR[14-fere + ^(l-ere)2p^] +

f (l - C^)[(pTR ■ ^1stR)11X7R + (^R ■ + 2(PzjR -

and
.XTR^ UT-’ etc; = etc; ^OtR = qV0^R etc-

HtrRtr Htr UtrKtr

Similarly,

CYTR,rbi= - 2 STR a(>rR ^Cy0tr + Cyictr cos4^R+ Cyistr sin4^R)
Otr 1ICXR (82)

where

Cyictr = 0(>rR[' 3 ■ erR^ftre - >^lcre) - (ftzjR' ^oTR)(l - eTR)ltyre] +

0twrR [-(f ■ f en} + e^)(qxR - ^lcrR) ‘ 2 'erR^2 (i^ztr ' ^^R^l1yTR] +

5tr
a°TR

(1 - e^)pyTR - (qre - ^lcTR)(l - )(dzxR ■ ^Otr)

^Ylsre - ®°TRt" 3 ■ eTR^ ■ (PzTR ' ^R^(^ ' eTR)lAyTR] +

0twTR ['(f ■ 3 erR + n ere^(^R ■ ^Istr) ■ 2 ■ epR)2 (Mztr • ^r)Pxtr] +

(1 - e^)dxTR ■ (Ptr - ^IsxR^^i ‘ epR )^Pztr ' ^°tr^

and
CQrRtrbl=-^srRaorR(CQ(>rR + CQ1CrRcos;|rrR+ Cq1str sin^R) (83)

where

^°TR “ ■ [f (i ■ ere)®OrR+ (4 ■ 3 epR + 12 ere)®twTR] {(ftzjR' ^Otr) +
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2 [(pTR - ^1str)^xtr + ■ ^IcrR)^^]} + (l - + eTR + ■

o (l - ■ ^Istr)^ + ■ ^Ictr)2] ■ 2 ’ ere^fizTR'

These coefficients are transformed to tail rotor hub axes by applying the transpose of equation 

(77) to equations (81), (82), (83)

CxTRtrh = 

CYTRtrh = 

CzTRtrh = 

CQrRtrh =

■ 4 STR aOj-R CY 1str

- ^STRaOrRCvicpR

- 2 STR aoj-R Czoj-R 

-^STRaOrRCQ&TR

(Note that the tail rotor thrust coefficient, Ctxr is given by CtXr = CzXRtrh)

Finally, these coefficients are transformed to the body fixed set using the transpose of 

equation (74), then denormalised. Thus, adding the moment componets due to the offset of the 

tail rotor hub forces from the centre of gravity, the force and moment contributions of the tail 
rotor to the total external forces and moments of the vehicle are given by

Xtr = p(nTRRTR)27rRTR2 CXXR(rh (84a)

YtR = - p(f^TRRTR)2^RlR2 CZXRlrh (84b)
Ztr = p(f^TRRTR)27tRxR2 CYXRtrh (84c)

Ltr = hrn Ytr (84d)

Mtr = -p(f^TRRTR)2^RTR3 CQrRtrh+ (xcg + Ijr) Zjr - hrR XjR (84e) 

Ntr = - (xcg + Itr) Ytr (84f)

5. The Fuselage and Empenage Model

The aerodynamic forces and moments are calculated using look-up tables of 

aerodynamic coefficents as functions of angle of attack and sideslip derived from wind-tunnel 
tests. This calculation has been included in such a way that the look-up table could be replaced 

by a simpler appropriate polynomial representation.
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5.1 Fuselage Aerodynamic Forces and Moments 

The fuselage angle of incidence is given by

ocpus = tan-1 (^) (85)

and the fuselage sideslip angle is given by

PFus = sin-1 (^f) (86)

where Vf is the flight velocity (i.e. the resultant velocity of the helicopter’s centre of gravity) 
given by

Vf = “n/u2 -t- V2 + w2 (87)

The force coefficients in the x and z directions (effectively the drag and lift of the fuselage), 
CxFus and Czpus and the moment coefficient about the y body axis (effectively the pitching 

moment), CMp^, are all functions of the angle of incidence apus. The fuselage force coefficent 
in the y axis direction (the side force), CyFus, and the moment coefficient about the z body axis 

(effectively the yawing moment), CnFus, are functions the fuselage sideslip angle, Ppuj. The 

wind tunnel data used in the look-up tables were measured relative to the fuselage reference 

point, directly below the rotor hub. Thus, the moments due to the offset of the aerodynamic 

forces from the centre of gravity, a distance Xcg ahead of it (see Figure 3) must be included.
The contributions of the fuselage to the external forces and moments are therefore given by

Xfus = p(nR)27rR2 CxFus (88a)

YFus=p(i^R)2:rR2CYFus (88b)

Zfus = p(f2R)%R2 CzFus (88c)

Lfus = 0 (88d)
Mfus = p(nR)27rR3 CmFus -*- xcg Zfus (88e)
Nfus = p(HR)%R3 CNfus - Xcg Yfus (880

5.2 Tailplane Forces and Moment

The tailplane is located a distance l-pp behind the fuselage reference point and a height 
hTp above it. The velocity at the tailplane can be expressed in body axes as

VTpb = (u - q hrp) ib -t- (v phTP - r (xcg lTp)) jb + (w-t- q (xcg + lTp)) ^b
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and thus the local angle of incidence at the tailplane is found to be

. +tan.,(_J!L±i(?££±iEi)ICUl V u u /axp (89)

where aT is the fixed incidence of the tail surface. The z-force coefficient corresponding to the 

incidence angle aTp is obtained from look-up tables. The drag and pitching moment of the 

tailplane are ignored. The contributions of the tailplane to the external forces and moments are 

therefore given by

Xjp = 0 

Ytp = 0
Ztp = p(flR)2STp CzTp 

Ltp = 0
Mtp = Ztp (xcg + Itp) 
Njp = 0

(90a)
(90b)
(90c)
(90d)
(90e)
(900

where Sn> is the tailplane area.

5.3 Fin Forces and Moments

The fin is located a distance lFm behind the fuselage reference point and a height hFin 

above it. The velocity at the fin can be expressed in body axes as

V Finb = (u - q hpin) ib + (v + phFin - r (Xcg + Ipin)) 3b + (w+ q (Xcg + Ipin)) 

thus the local angle of sideslip is found to be

Ppin = Pf+ sin1
( V + p hpin - r (xCg + Ipin)

V(u - q hFin)2+(v + phpin - r (xcg + W))2 + (w + q (xCg + W))

:)

(91)

where PF is the fixed setting of the fin relative to the fuselage centreline. The coefficient of the 

force in the y direction due to the fin correpsonding to (3Fin is obtained also from a lookup table 

The contributions of the fin to the external forces and moments are therefore given by

XFin = 0
Y Fin = p(f^R)2 SFm ^Ypin

(92a)
(92b)
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Zpin = 0

Lpin = Y Pin hpin 

Mpin = 0
Npin = Ypin (Xcg "*■ Ifui) 

where SFm is the fin surface area.

(92c)
(92d)
(92e)
(92f)

6. Presentation of Some Results

As indicated in the introduction, by creating the mathematical model in the modular 

form given in this report, it has been possible to write a series of algorithms capable of 

performing many of the conunon flight mechanics studies. Consequently, as well as driving 

the helicopter inverse simulation Helinv, HGS is also used to calculate trim conditions for 
steady flight, aerodynamic derivatives, eigenvalues and response time histories to control 
inputs. The aim of this section is to present some results from conventional simulations as well 
as from the Helinv inverse simulation and thereby show that the HGS model gives qualitatively 

correct trends. Ideally it would be desirable to perform a validation exercise at this stage, 
however only limited appropriate flight data is available. It is hoped that more data will become 

available in the near future, at which time a comprehensive validation process will be reported. 
The alogrithms used to calculate the follwing results will also be documented at a later date. All 
of the results presented were calculated using a set of configurational data representing a 

Westland Lynx helicopter.

6.1 Results from Conventional Simulations

6.1.1 Trim Results

The equations of motion (la - If) are solved for a steady flight condition by firstly 

setting the acceleration terms to zero. For the results presented here it was assumed that the 

vehicle was in straight line flight and therefore the body angular velocities were all zero.
Hence, from equations (1) and from the engine equation (A2.2) the trim problem reduces to die 

solution of the following seven nonlinear algebraic equations

X - mg sin0 = 0 

Y + mg COS0 sin4) = 0 

Z + mg COS0 cost}) = 0
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L = 0 

M = 0 

N = 0

K3(n-ni)-QE = o

The seven unkonown variables are the four controls, main rotor collective, longitudinal 
and lateral cyclic and tail rotor collective, the fuselage pitch and roll angles, and the rotor speed. 
Figures 10-13 show the trim values of the helicopter states, controls and rotor parameters for 

a Westland Lynx helicopter at a range of constant velocities.

Figure 10 shows the control angles necessary to trim the vehicle at a range of flight 
velocities. The main rotor collective plot is of a familiar form, there is an initial decrease m 

required collective as increased forward velocity allows a reduction in pitch whilst still 
maintaining the necessary thrust. As speed increases and the disc is titled forward, indicated 

by increasing longitudinal flapping angle. Figure 11, and decreasing longitudinal cyclic. Figure 

10 (note that the negative sign denotes a forward stick input), the thrust vector rs tilted forward. 
Thus, to maintain a component able to balance the vehicle weight, the total thrust is increased 

by additional collective. The coning angle of the rotor disc, shown in Figure 11, follows the 

collective pitch: all of the blades flapping by a similar amount in response to a collective pitch 

input. The effect of the forward tilt of the rotor is that a nose down pitching moment is 

produced and the fuselage tends to pitch in this direction. Figure 12.

Tail rotor collective produces a thmst, and hence torque about the centre of gravity, 
proportional to, but in the opposite sense to, the torque produced by the main rotor. Changes 

in main rotor collective (and hence torque) will be accompanied by changes to tail rotor 
collective. The trend of main and tail rotors are therefore similar, the main additional influence 

being the sidesforce of the fm which produces a torque about the centre of gravity. This
influence becomes greater at higher velocities.

The power required is shown in Figure 13 and, as the rotor drag is a function of the 

blade pitch angle, the power curve follows the same trend as collective. Also plotted in Figure 

13 are the engine torque, rotor speed and rotor induced velocity.

6.1.2 Response to Control Inputs

The effect on the external forces and moments on the vehicle due to changes in the 

controls can be calculated using the expressions given in sections 3 and 4. This allows 

equations (1) to be solved to give the vehicle response to these applied control inputs.
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Examples of the Lynx response to two inputs, both are applied from an 80 knots trimmed flight 
state, are presented here. The full flapping equations (71) are also solved simultaneously with 

the body equations (1).

a) One Degree Step in Collective

The step is applied at the start of the time history and is positive signifying an increase 

in the pitch angle of the blades. The state response to this input is shown in Figure 14, the 

attitude response in Figure 15 and the flapping angles in Figure 16. The immediate effect of 

the collective input is to cause the rotor disc to tilt back thereby producing a nose-up pitching 

moment on the fuselage. The nose-up attitude causes the helicopter to decelerate as it begins to 

climb. As the disc begins to tilt forward again and the nose pitches down, the additional thrust 
due to the increased collective allows the helicopter to climb at a higher rate. The additional 
rotor torque due to increased collective has not been balanced by the tailrotor, and therefore the 

aircraft begins to yaw and roll.

b) Longitudinal Cyclic Doublet

The input for this doublet is shown in Figure 17, with the initial stick motion being 

forward. The state response to this input is shown in Figure 18, the attitude response in Figure 

19 and the flapping angles in Figure 20. The initial response is for the helicopter's nose to 

pitch down. Figure 19, as the disc tilts forward (increased longitudinal flapping, Figure 20). 
The aircraft then begins to accelerate and descend. Shortly after the input direction is reversed 

(at one second) the nose begins to pitch up again reducing the acceleration and descent rate and 

there is a reversal in the direction of roll. On returning the longitudinal cyclic to its trim value 

aircraft continues to pitch nose up losing speed and climbing.

6.2 Results from Inverse Simulations

6.2.1 The PoD-up Manoeuvre

The flight path profile of a Pop-up manoeuvre for use in a Helinv inverse simulation is 

shown in Figure 21, and its mathematical description is given in Reference 12. This 

manoeuvre would typically be used to avoid an obstacle whilst flying at some forward flight 
speed. The height of the obstacle and the distance from it at the entry to the manoeuvre are 

defined as well as a constant flight velocity. In the example given here, the obstacle height is 

25m and the manoeuvre is initiated from a distance of 200m at a velocity of 80 knots. The 

control displacements calculated by Helinv are shown in Figure 22 whilst the body attitudes 

and velocities are shown in Figures 23 and 24 respectively. The initial control inputs. Figure
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22, consist of a rapid increase of collective along with a decrease in longitudinal cyclic 

indicating a rearward motion of the stick causing the aircraft to pitch up, Figure 23, and climb. 
As the collective is increased the longitudinal cyclic starts to decrease (stick forward) in order to 

maintain the demanded constant forward speed. This pull-up phase is over after about two 

seconds and is followed by a push-over between two and four seconds. During this phase the 

stick is pushed forward and thrast reduced until the nose pitches down to a minimum of 10 

degrees. After four seconds there is a rapid increase in thrust and a forward motion of the stick 

to ensure a level exit condition.

6.2.2 The Side-sten Manoeuvre

The profile for this lateral repositioning manoeuvre is shown in Figure 25 and its 

mathematical description is given in Reference 12. It is assumed that this manoeuvre is flown 

at constant height and heading. Figures 26, 27 and 28 show the control inputs, attitude and 

velocity time histories for a simulated Lynx helicopter flying a sidestep of length 100m and 

with a maximum lateral velocity of 40 knots. Figure 26 shows that the manoeuvre is initiated 

by a rapid input of lateral cyclic. This tilts the disc in he appropriate direction and is followed 

(at about 1 second) by an input of collective to produce the thmst required for the lateral 
acceleration. The aircraft rolls to about 30 degrees. Figure 27, and accelerates to a sideslip 

velocity of approximately 20 m/s. Figure 28. This maximum velocity is demanded at the 

midway point of the manoeuvre, just after 5 seconds, and zero acceleration is also specified at 
this point. Consequently, as this point is approached, collective is reduced, and opposite 

lateral cyclic applied. In the second half of the manoeuvre the aircraft is decelerated back to the 

hover. This is initiated by continued decreasing of thrust and allowing the vehicle to roll in the 

opposite direction. As the end of the manoeuvre approaches there is a rapid input of lateral 
cyclic to bring the aircraft back to an upright attitude in the hover.

6.2.3 The Transient Turn Manoeuvre

Figure 29 (a) shows the method used to define a transient turn manoeuvre, and Figure 

29 (b) shows the resulting track. The main body of the manoeuvre consists of a circular arc of 

radius Re- Flying this part of the manoeuvre the helicopter will have a finite turn rate. Clearly, 
as the vehicle approaches and leaves the manoeuvre in straight line flight, transient sections 

covering the region between straight line flight and flight around a circular arc are required.
The turn rate function used is shown in Figure 29 (a). The resulting turn can be compared to a 

circular arc with equivalent radius Re as shown in Figure 29 (b). Figures 30, 31 and 32 show 

the control, attitude and velocity time histories of a simulated Lynx helicopter flying a 90 

degrees, right hand, transient turn manoeuvre where the equivalent radius is 200m and the 

constant velocity is 80 knots. The manoeuvre was assumed to be at constant height and the
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transient portions accounted for 15% of the total turn each (the figure of 15% was obtained by 

comparison with flight data, [12]).

The manoeuvre is initiated by a pulse in lateral cyclic, Figure 30, which is accompanied 

by an increase in thrust (to maintain constant height as the helicopter rolls) and a forward 

motion of the stick (to maintain constant velocity). The helicopter rolls to about 50 degrees 

after approximately 2 seconds. Figure 31 after encountering its peak roll rate of 45 degrees^s. 
Figure 32. This attitude, and the control positions are maintained throughout the circular 
portion of the manoeuvre until after about 6 seconds the helicpter is rolled in the opposite 

direction until a level straight line flight state is attained.

7. Conclusions

1. It has been possible to create a rotor multiblade disc model but still maintain many 

important terms by using a symbolic algebra computer package to perform the 

necessary algebraic manipulation.

2. A comprehensive validation exercise will be performed on the HGS model in the near 

future - initial results are encouraging.

3. The inclusion of meaningful nonlinear aerodynamic effects in a multiblade model is still 
difficult despite the use of computational algebra.

4. Future small scale upgrades and modifications to the HGS multiblade model are likely.

5. Any future major modification the the Helinv inverse simulation model will almost 
certainly be to replace the multiblade HGS model by an individual blade model.
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Appendix 1 : Rotor Induced Flow

In its current form the HGS model has a rudimentery, but possibly the most widely 

used, induced flow model. This is based on the assumption that the induced flow consists of a 

uniform component over the whole disc, vq, and longitudinal and lateral components which 
vary from the root to the tip of each blade, Vis and Vic. The induced velocity can then be

written in the form

Vi = v° + R (vis sini|f + Vlc cosl*;) (Al.l)

which is normalised (dividing by OR) to give

Xi = Xo + (1 - e)Fb (Xi sim|f + Xic costjr) (A1.2)

where . >-ic- ^ , >*1.=vlf
nR nR

Ik
DR

The uniform component is obtained from momentum theory and is given by

Ct______Xo = 2‘v/p2 + (pz - Xo)2
(A1.3)

where |iz is the normal velocity component of the rotor hub, p is the rotor hub in-plane 

normalised velocity given by

+ fly

and Ct is the main rotor thrust coefficient (Cj = CzA()) derived in section (3.2.1). This 

equation may be solved iteratively to obtain the uniform inflow component Xq for a particular 

velocity and thrust coefficient.

To obtain the harmonic components of the induced velocity a new axes set, known as 

hub-wind axes (denoted by the subscript w), is introduced. This is an axes set alligned with 

the resultant in-plane velocity vector of the rotor hub. Figure A 1(a) and is obtained by a 

rotation about the hub z axis through the rotor sideslip angle ijfw The rotor sideslip angle is

given by
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tamjfw = ^ 

Px

and the transfonnation from hub to hub wind axes is then

(A1.4)

Jw
kw

cosi|;w sinnfw 0'
- simj;w c»sv|;w 0

0 0 1

ih 
jh

ikhJ

(A1.5)

The effect of the rotor continuously shedding circular vortex rings is modelled by including a 

fore and aft distribution of induced velocity. This is given in the form

Xicw= Xotan^

Xicw= Xocot^

Xw<-
n
2

(A1.6)

Xw>-
-K
2

where the rotor wake angle Xw> defined in Figure Al(b), is given by

tanxw =
(|Hz -

(A1.7)

By making the transformation to hub-wind axes that lateral component of the induced velocity 

is zero,

^lsw - 0 (A1.8)

The harmonic components of the induced velocity in hub axes, Xis and Xic are then obtained 

by transformation using equation (A1.5).

Work has recently been completed in the upgrade of the HGS model to include dynamic 

inflow [13] and also to model the vortex ring state, a region of the flight envelope in which 

momentum theory is not valid.
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Annendix 2 : Engine Model

The response of the rotor in terms of its angular velocity associated with torque changes 

is modelled in HGS by the inclusion of an engine and rotorspeed govemer model. This model 
is esentially that given by Padfield [3] and therefore only brief details are given here. 
Rotorspeed can be equated to engine torque Qe, by the equation

^ = (Qe - Qr - QtR - Qtr)/lR + r (A2-

where the rotor torque, Qr, and transmission torque, Qtr, are given by equation (61) as

Qr = b Qo and Qtr = Itr ^

The rotor inertia Ir, is the sum of the inertia of the individual blades i.e. Ir = b Ip. The 

tailrotor torque is given by (84e) as

Qtr= p(flTRRTR)27tRxR3 Cqtr.trh

The engine govemer equation is given by Padfield as

Qe = —— [- (Tei + Te3)Q E - Qe + K3 + Te2 )1
TeiTe2

(A2.2)

where Hi is the angular velocity of the rotor at idle.

This equation was derived by considering the engine and rotorspeed govemer as two 

first order systems with feedback loops. Firstly, in response to a change in the rotorspeed, the 

govemer would demand a change in the fuel flow. The time constant associated with this lag is 
Tei. Secondly, there will be a lag associated with the engine response to the change in fuel 
flow rate. The time constants associated with this lag are Te2 and Te3 whilst the gain is given by 

K3. The time constant Tei does not vary with engine torque, however it is assumed that Te2 

and Te3 are linear functions of engine torque and take the form

Te2= T20 + T2! (Qe/Qe 100%^

Te3 = T30 + T3j (Qe/QEio0o/0)

where T20, T2p T30, and T3j are constants and is the engine torque at 100% power.
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Figure 1: The Body Fixed Axes Set

yi,y2

Figure 2 : Euler Angle Transformation
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,ljr = 180
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Figure 4 : Measurement of Azimuth Angle

Figure 5 : Forces on a Blade Element
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Figure 6 ; Lift and Drag on a Blade Element
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Figure 7 : Planform of Rotor Blade
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Figure 8 : Blade Element Velocities
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Figure 10 : Control Angles for Westland Lynx to Trim at a Range of Flight Velocities
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Figure 11: Main Rotor Flapping Angles for Trimmed Right
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Figure 12 ; Fuselage Attitude Angles for Trimmed Flight
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Figure 13 ; Rotor Parameters in Trimmed Flight
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Figure 14 : State Response of Lynx Flying at 80 knots to a 1 Degree Step Input of Collective
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Figure 15 ; Attitude Response of Lynx Flying at 80 knots to a 1 Degree Step Input of 

Collective
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Figure 16 : Blade Flapping Response of Lynx Flying a 80 knots to a 1 Degree Step Input of 

Collective
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Figure 17 : One Degree Doublet Input in Longitudinal Cyclic
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Figure 18 : State Response of Lynx Flying at 80 knots to a 1 Degree Doublet Input of 

Longitudinal Cyclic
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Figure 19 : Attitude Response of Lynx Flying at 80 knots to a 1 Degree Doublet Input of 

Longitudinal Cyclic
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Figure 20 : Blade Flapping Response of Lynx Flying a 80 knots to a 1 Degree Doublet Input 
of Longitudinal Cyclic

Figure 21: The Pop-up Manoeuvre
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Figure 22 : Control Displacements from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Pop-up 

Manoeuvre (s = 200m, h = 25m, V = SOknots)
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Figure 23 : Fuselage Attitude Angles from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Pop-up 

Manoeuvre (s = 200m, h = 25m, V = SOknots)
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Figure 24 : Body Velocities from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Pop-up Manoeuvre 

(s = 200m, h = 25m, V = SOknots)
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Figure 25 ; The Side-step Manoeuvre
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Figure 26 : Control Displacements from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Side-step 

Manoeuvre (s = 100m, Vmax = 40knots)
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Figure 27 : Fuselage Attitude Angles from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Side-step 

Manoeuvre (s = 100m, Vjnax = 40knots)
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Figure 28 ; Body Velocities from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Side-step Manoeuvre 

(s = 100m, Vjnax = 40knots)
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Figure 29 : The Transient Turn Manoeuvre
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(b) Track

Figure 29 : Continued
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Figure 30 ; Control Displacements from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Transient 
Turn Manoeuvre (R = 200m, V = SOknots)
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Figure 31 : Fuselage Attitude Angles from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Flying a Transient 
Turn Manoeuvre (R = 200m, V = SOknots)
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Figure 32 : Body Velocities from Inverse Simulation of Lynx Hying a Transient Turn 

Manoeuvre (s = 100m, Vmax = 40knots)
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Figure Al(a): Rotor Wake Angle

Figure Al(b): Rotor Sideslip Angle
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